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a b s t r a c t

This paper is concerned with the suboptimal deconvolution problems for discrete-time

systems with random delayed observations and data losses. When the random delay

is known online, i.e., time stamped, the random delayed system is reconstructed as an

equivalent delay-free one by using measurement reorganization technique, and then a

suboptimal input white-noise estimator with deterministic gains is developed under a

new criteria. The estimator gain and its respective error covariance–matrix information

are derived based on a new suboptimal state estimator. The obtained estimator is indeed

a fixed-point smoother, based on which a fixed-lag white-noise smoother is derived.

Further, it can be shown that the suboptimal input white-noise estimators converge to

the steady-state ones under appropriate assumptions.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The input white noise estimation or deconvolution
estimation problem is an important research topic that
has extensive applications in signal processing and tele-
communications, such as seismic, radar, image and
speech signal processing [1,2]. The purpose of the decon-
volution problem is to estimate the unknown input signal
of a system using the noise corrupted measurements,
where the measurement is detected or transmitted via
wireless sensor networks. As is well known that the
packets in the transmission process usually suffer power
and bandwidth constraints, then the occurrence of time
delay and packet dropouts is unavoidable [3–6]. In this
paper, we will study the deconvolution estimation pro-
blems for systems with random sensor delays and packet
losses.

There exist several approaches to the deconvolution
problem in the literature. Under the H2 setting, Mendel
et al. [1] presented an optimal input white-noise estimator
with application to oil seismic exploration based on the
Kalman filter. Sun [2] extended the result to the optimal
information fusion white-noise filter and smoother. Deng
et al. [7] presented a unified white-noise estimation theory
including both input and measurement noise estimators.
The estimators were developed by the modern time-series
analysis method. In the case where the input is of colored
noise, the optimal input estimation problems have also
been received considerable attention [8,9]. The main
approach applied there is the polynomial approach. With
this approach, the deconvolution estimator is given in
terms of spectral factorization and polynomial equations.
Under the H1 setting, the optimal deconvolution has also
been studied in [10–12]. Up to now, many results have
been obtained for the deconvolution problems. However,
the results mentioned above mainly focused on the delay-
free systems.

There have been a vast number of solutions for the
state estimation problem of system with random obser-
vation delays. In the case of observations transmitted to
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the estimator with irregular times, a recursive linear mini-
mum variance state estimator was proposed via the state
augmentation method [13]. For the situation that the
random delay characterized by a set of distributed Bernoulli
variables, the Kalman filter [14], and the robust H1 filters
[15,16] have been developed. The rational of modeling the
random delay as Bernoulli variable sequences has been
justified in those papers. Alternatively, modeling the ran-
dom delay as a finite state Markov chain is also a reasonable
way. The relevant estimation results for this type of model-
ing can be found in [17], and the references therein. In a
very recent study, the optimal filtering [18–21], the adaptive
Kalman filtering [22], and the H1 filtering [23,24] problems
associated with possible delay, uncertain observations and
multiple packet dropouts are studied under a unified frame-
work, respectively. So far, the obtained results mainly focus
on the state estimation problems, but the white-noise
estimation especially the stationary white-noise estimation
for systems with random observation delays is seldom
reported.

This paper investigates the suboptimal input white-
noise estimation for the discrete-time systems with multi-
ple random observation delays and packet dropouts. The
key technique to be used for dealing with the random
delay is the reorganization observation method, and by this
method the random delayed system is transformed into a
delay-free one. Then a suboptimal recursive input white-
noise estimator is developed under a new performance
index, in which the estimator gain and its corresponding
error covariance matrix are deterministic and can be
derived from a new suboptimal state estimator. Actually,
the proposed estimator is a fixed-point smoother, which
has the same dimension as the original signal. Further, a
fixed-lag white-noise smoother can be derived from the
fixed-point one directly. It can be shown that the sub-
optimal input white noise estimator converges to a steady-
state white-noise estimator under natural assumptions,
and thus a stationary white-noise smoother is obtained.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we present the problem formulations.
In Section 3, a suboptimal input white-noise estimator is
presented by using the minimum mean squared error
method, in which the estimator gains are deterministic. In
Section 4, we show that the suboptimal input white-noise
estimator converges to the steady-state one under the
natural assumptions, and thus a stationary white-noise
estimator is obtained. Finally, a numerical example is
presented in Section 5, and the conclusions are drawn in
Section 6 with some final comments.

2. Problem formulations

Consider the following discrete-time systems with
random observation delays:

xðtþ1Þ ¼FxðtÞþGwðtÞ, xð0Þ ¼ x0, ð1Þ

yrðtÞðtÞ ¼Hxðt�rðtÞÞþvðt�rðtÞÞ, ð2Þ

where xðtÞ 2 Rn is the state, wðtÞ 2 Rp is the input noise,
y:ðtÞ 2 Rq is the measurement and vðtÞ 2 Rq is the measure-
ment noise. We assume that the initial state x0, wðtÞ, and

v(t) are zero mean white noises with covariance matrices
P0, Q , and R, respectively, and x0, wðtÞ and v(t) are mutually
independent. The measurements in (2) are time-stamped,
and the random delay r(t) is bounded with 0rrðtÞrr

where r is given as the length of memory buffer, and its
probability distributions are ProbðrðtÞ ¼ iÞ ¼ ri, i¼ 0, . . . ,r.
If the measurements transmitted to the receiver with a
delay larger than r, they will be considered as the ones lost
completely. Thus the property 0r

Pr
i ¼ 0 rir1 is satisfied.

Also r(t) is independent of x0, wðtÞ, and vðtÞ.
Under the above conditions, the possible received

observations at each time t when t4r are

yðtÞ ¼ colfy0ðtÞ, . . . ,yrðtÞg, ð3Þ

where

yiðtÞ ¼ gi,tHxðt�iÞþgi,tvðt�iÞ, i¼ 0, . . . ,r, ð4Þ

while gi,t is a scalar binary function which indicates the
arrival of the observation subject to the state xðt�iÞ, i.e.

gi,t ¼
1 If the observation for state xðt�iÞ is received;

0 otherwise,

(

and Probðgi,t ¼ 1Þ ¼ riði¼ 0, . . . ,rÞ. For cost saving in the
control system design, the real state x(t) is generally
assumed to be observed at most one time, and thus
gi,tði¼ 0, . . . ,rÞ must satisfy the following property:

gi,tþ i � gj,tþ j ¼ 0, iaj: ð5Þ

When tor, the observation of (3) is written as

yðtÞ ¼ colfy0ðtÞ, . . . ,ytðtÞ,0, . . . ,0g, ð6Þ

where we set yiðtÞ � 0 for to irr.
The problem considered in this paper is that: given the

observation sequences ffyðsÞgts ¼ 0g, find a minimum mean
square error white-noise estimation ŵeðt9tþNÞ, such that

Ew,v,gf½wðtÞ�ŵeðt9tþNÞ�½wðtÞ�ŵeðt9tþNÞ�0g ð7Þ

is minimum, while the estimation gain is deterministic.
Note that N¼0 is the filter, N40 is the smoother, and
No0 is the predictor.

Remark 1. The performance index considered in (7) is
different from that of the optimal white-noise estimation
for delay-free systems [1], where the expectation is only
taken over on the addition noise w and v. The estimator
developed under the standard minimum variance error
performance [1] is optimal since the information g is
available. However, the estimator gain is stochastic, and
it is difficult to analyze the convergence of the estimator.
The convergent property is an important performance
index which is required in the estimation design. The
expectation in (7) is taken over on the addition noise
w, v, and the multiplicative noise g simultaneously, and
thus the obtained estimator is with deterministic gains,
and the convergence can be guaranteed under appropriate
assumptions. The precise definition to the above problem
will be given below.

3. Suboptimal white-noise estimation

In this section, we will propose a new suboptimal
input white-noise estimator with deterministic gains by
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